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numerous individuals, English, American and French. The
atmosphere, in his opinion, was dominated by the Western
Arabia viewpoint, the experts being lamentably ignorant of
conditions in 'Iraq and even in Persia.x On the other hand, he
himself created the impression that he was out of touch with
conditions under which the Peace Conference was proceeding,
and that he had little conception of the strength of Arab
Nationalism or of the forces which had given rise to it.
In London, his appeals for an official pronouncement of the
intentions of H.M. Government regarding 'Iraq were not
fruitful. It was felt that until further progress had been made
toward the settlement of peace, the telegram of February i4th
must suffice.- The Secretary of State for India agreed that
the Acting Civil Commissioner should make specific proposals,
and suggested that Lord Curzon might help him in formulating
a policy and in obtaining sanction for his plans.
The Acting Civil Commissioner bespoke the aid of Lord
Curzon in obtaining an agreed scheme on which to build and
an accepted policy by which he might be guided. His consti-
tutional proposals, drawn up in February, were placed, by the
arrangement of Lord Curzon, before the Interdepartmental
Committee on Middle East Affairs on April 6th, at a meeting
before which he appeared personally. His proposals for pro-
vinces (five instead of four proposed) in e 'Iraq proper' were
sanctioned, together with Provincial Councils for each. Divi-
sional and Municipal Councils were to be developed and
consolidated. Arab Advisers were to be appointed to the British
heads of three Departments of State: Revenue, Justice and
Education. The Arab Secretaries of the Divisional Councils
were sanctioned as Advisers to the Political Officers, and Arabs
were to be appointed Presidents of the Municipal Councils of
Baghdad, Basra, and cAmara.
In deference, however, to Lord Curzon's idee fixe that nothing
should be done to anticipate the decisions of the Peace Con-
1 Wilson, op. cit., p. 116	2 Cited supia, p. 180,
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